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Hi
 
Hopefully you're enjoying the end of Summer (or for some of you, finally the end
of Winter!) and still have some sunny days to look forward to. Regardless of
what's happening with the weather, we hope you've space in your schedule for
some bridge. If so, then read on as we've got plenty going on.  

Watch, play and socialize
Everything you love about BBO has just got even
better with the latest update. There’s a lot more
video, both in play and on Vugraph. Now there are
even more opportunities to make friends and
socialize!
 

Find out more

Bidders Challenge #10
Want to improve your bidding? The ever popular
Bidders Challenge is sure to help. See how you
compare with the best. 
 

Take the challenge

What can I play in half an hour?
Bridge doesn’t have to take up a lot of time. In fact,
online bridge offers a range of games for people
who don’t have much time to spare. We've selected
a few games that you can play rapido! 
 

Find out more

Meet BBO's Aurora
Aurora’s one of BBO’s most gracious and popular
hosts. Thousands of people play her tournaments
week in, week out. It's high time we caught up with
her to find out a bit more about what makes her
tick. 
 

Meet Aurora

Test your bridge skills #12
Here's Oren's latest quiz. This one is as challenging
as always. Get your thinking cap on and give it your
best shot.
 

Take the quiz

That brings us to the end of the September edition of Insider News. We'll be back
with articles, games, and the quiz next month. Until then, keep playing and
having fun! 
 
The BBO Team
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